
Oct.10, 1975 

 

Description: 

 

On Oct. 10, 1975, shortly after midnight at 12:17 AM, a little more than 3 hours 

after the previous sighting, two white somewhat elliptical circles (A & B), which I 

clearly recognized as the same sort and same size as during the evening's earlier 

event, but now flying silently faster although parallel to each other, appeared high 

in the sky in mid-flight. The stars were clear, Pegasus stretched from far right to far 

left behind them, and Cassiopeia was on their left.  

 

B (on the right) suddenly curved in flight over the straight flight-path of A (on the 

left), then curved back across it again to its own fixed distance from A, as A 

deviated very slightly to the left, and then they few parallel again. 

 

Both then curved away in directions opposite to each other, then curved back again 

and in a quick, coordinated movement, crossed each others' path at their mid-point, 

where B crossed slightly first over. A and B had now switched sides, but then 

returned to their fixed distance from each other, and continued in parallel flight. 

 

After a while, they then crossed back across each other's paths again, so each was 

once more on its original side, and returned to their fixed parallel flight distance.  

 

Now, as opposed to their mutual previous constant flight speed, B curved extremely 

quickly and in a short space, over A's continuing straight path, flew around that, 

and then back again to its fixed distance and previous speed. 

 

B & A wavered very briefly, then B crossed A's straight path again, flew at the usual 

speed around that and returned to its own path and fixed distance once more. 

 

Their parallel flight continued for a long stretch, until they looked smaller and 

disappeared in the clouds and horizon. 

 

Total time about 6 seconds. 

 

Subjective after-thoughts: Seeing this as an unexpected continuation of the night’s 
earlier personal show, they might have been illustrating variations of their extreme 

flight control as a pair, that they could manoeuvre both mathematically precisely 

and curving playfully through a long stretch of the open sky, or that their invididual 

energy fields were extremely coordinated. 

 

Association: Their parallel movement reminded me of the shared mentality of fishes 



playing as they swim next to each other. 


